Shell Scenarios

FINAL ENERGY FLOWS
Biofuels
Hydrogen
Electricity

A US net-zero CO₂ energy system by 2050

ACTIONS TO MAKE PROGRESS
Accelerate clean technologies

Rapid, early clean technology innovations complement
strong sector coalitions
US FINAL
ENERGY USE

Support energy efficient
and low-carbon choices

OTHER
TRANSPORT

CO2
EMISSIONS

AVIATION

2020

Comprehensive policy frameworks, including for carbon pricing, support progress

$35

Conventional marine fuel
use starts to decline sharply

Hydrogen trucks start to
appear on the interstate
PASSENGER
VEHICLES

Electric cars are already
well established

Grain Belt Express
transmission line
construction starts

Liquid fuel demand for
passenger vehicles goes
into steep decline

Incentives establish
hydrogen as a
road transport fuel

100 GW of wind
power, equal
to 20,000
5 MW turbines

Large cities require all new
commercial and residential
builds to be net-zero CO₂

RESIDENTIAL

Rapid increase in US carbon,
capture, utilization and storage
(CCUS) projects in the early 2020s

OTHER
TRANSPORT
AVIATION

Many US coastal routes
use hydrogen ships

Major expansion of the
US National Forest System
is well underway

ROAD
FREIGHT

Internal combustion engine
vehicles vanish from US
roads after 160 years

2030

Hydrogen passenger
trucks and SUVs gain
in popularity

US FINAL
ENERGY USE

Biofuels reach 1/3
of aviation fuel use

The first hydrogen
jet enters service

The sale of internal
combustion engine
passenger cars ends

Coal use in heavy
industry ends

Solar PV generation
exceeds natural gas to
become the largest part
of the US electricity mix

COMMERCIAL
SERVICES

$140

Diesel trucks on the road
decline below 50%

Biofuel blending
mandates introduced

ROAD
FREIGHT

INDUSTRY

Remove carbon emissions

More low-carbon choices for businesses and consumers

1 TW of wind power,
about 100,000
10 MW turbines

Hydrogen is well
established in
heavy industry

PASSENGER
VEHICLES

INDUSTRY

Fossil fuel use in the US
electricity grid ends

COMMERCIAL
SERVICES

2040
Nuclear remains an important
power source throughout
the period

Coal use for power
generation ends

CCS capacity exceeds 500 Mt per year, with
multiple hubs across the US and significant use of the
CO₂ pipeline system for enhanced oil recovery

2050

Built
environment is
almost entirely
electric

RESIDENTIAL

Natural gas in homes
comes to an end
US CO₂ storage
peaks at 1 Gt per year

Disclaimer: Scenarios don’t describe what will happen, or what should happen, rather they explore what could happen. Scenarios are not predictions, Shell strategy or business plans. Please read the full disclaimer for this scenario at www.shell.com/USsketch
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